
Your feeling creative and paint 12 pieces of 
art. If it takes 1 page for each, how many 
pages will you use?

In a game of basketball you shoot 4 baskets. If 
you earn 2 points every time, how many points 
did you score for your team?

At a school fundraiser you help by selling 
books. You sell 8 books for $6 each. How many 
dollars did you raise for the school, in total?   

In a hockey carnival, 12 teams are all playing 
at once. There are 11 players in each team. 
How many players are on the fields, in all?

You listen to your favourite playlist 5 times. It 
has 7 songs in it.  How many songs did you 
listen to altogether?

You’re earning some pocket money by watering 
gardens. In a day, you water 9 gardens for $4 
each. How many dollars did you earn that day?

Use Number Sense to choose the best strategy to solve each question  
Mixed Times Table Worksheet 4
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You’ve had a runny nose so you’ve gone through 
7 small packets of tissues. If each packet had 
12 tissues, how many tissues did you use, in all?

You go exploring at the beach and find 11
rockpools. In each rockpool you spot 5 shells. 
How many shells did you spot, in total?

You’re sitting a science exam. There are 6 
pages in the exam each with 10 questions. How 
many questions are there, in total?

In a baseball season you play 11 games. If each 
game had 9 innings, how many innings did you 
play, in that season?

You order 5 vegetarian pizzas and they cost $7 
each. How many dollars do you need to pay for 
the pizzas?

You want to make 3 chairs that each require 3 
lengths of wood. How many lengths of wood do 
you need, in total?

Use Number Sense to choose the best strategy to solve each question
Mixed Times Table Worksheet 4
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